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THE AUTHORITY OF TRUTH

--Religion and the John Peter'Zenger Case--

by

David 'Paul Nord

Sahbol of JOurnalism
Indiana Univerpity

Bloomington, Indiana

This paper is about religion in the John Peter Zenger caseof 1735.
Its main argument is that an appreciation of the religious milieu of the
case can help to explain the nature of the Zenger defense, the meaning of
the jury's verdict, and the ambiguous legacy of the trial for- freedom of
sexprssion in America. In essence, the en case was a disputation op
truth, and on how truth is reveal o man- this Assue lay at the
heart of Protestant religion as well as colonial politics in the 1730s, the
' Zenger case can be seen as an'interesting intersection of the'two. Indeed,

the paper argues'that the Zenger case and the jury's verdict were closely
associated with the spirit of the Great Awakening of religibn _in the 1730s
and 140s.

Throughout their history, Americans have t;een strangely intolerant
libertarians, often Suppressingindividual liberties in the-naoe of ore

transcendent frdedom. It is my contention that America's heritage o free-
dom of expression is ambiguous, at least in part, because of its religious

roots. try to ahow in this paper how some of these roots were revealed
in tl)e'John Peter 'Zenger affair.

# # #

Presented to the History Division of the Association for
Education in Journalism and Mass Communication, annual
convention, Gainesville, Florida, August, 1984.



THE AUTHORITY OF TRUTH

--Religion and the John Peter Zanier Case-L-

. ._._in New York a man may make very free with his. God, but he
'must take special care what he says of his governor

-- Andrew Hamilton; 1735
1

This paper is about religion in the John Peter Zenger case of 1735. Its

main argument is that an appreciation; of the religious milieu of the case can
4

help to explain the nature of Zenger4s defense, the meaning of the jury's

verdict; and the ambiguous legacy of the trial for freedom of expression in

1. America. In essence; the Zenger case was a disputation on truth, and on how

is revealed to man; Because this losue lay at the heart of Protestant

religion as well as colonial politics in the 1730s, the Zenger case can be

seen as an interesting intersection of,the two. Throughout their history,

Americans haVe been strangely intolerant libertarians, often suppressing

individual liberties in the name of a more transcendent freedom. It is my

contention that America's heritage of freedom of expression, is ambiguous, at

least in part, because of its religious roots. I will try to show in this paper

how some of these roots were revealed in the Zenger affair.

I I

Religion lay beneath the surface and between the lines of the Zenger case;

the overt issues were political and legal. John Peter Zenger's New York Weekly

Journal, which commenced publication in 1733, has been described as Vr "first

-1-
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political independent" newspaper in America:This is not quite true. It would

be more accurate to call it the first politipal party paper. ThtoUrnel was

by a grouPof New York politicians, led'by Lewis Morris, one of the

provincels most wealthy and powerful men. The aim of the Morrisite party was

to underMine the administration of Governor William Cosby, who,,had arrived in

New York in 1732. The purpose of the papeiltWas to stir up public-opinion'in,=._

order to turn a narrow 'political struggle into.a popular crusade-3 Although

Zenger was the printer and proprietor of the Journal, the true editor seems to

have been JaMes Alexanleri'a well-known lawyer, a member of the Morrisite circle,

and later mastermind of Zenger's defense.
4

The content of the Journal clearly reflected its unabashed political purpose;

The heart of each issue was Usually a political essay, either an excerpt from

"Cato's Letters" or a pseudonymoue letter written by Alexander or one of the

other Morrisite leaders. Most of these essays were abstract attacks on

tyrannyehnd official abuse of_power, but the connection to the Cosby adminietra=

tion was always unmistakable. Like other American newspapers of the time, the

Jovirnel also carried the usual foreign news briefs, shipping notices, and local

,

advertisements; But even some of the ads mare thinly disguise& satiric attacks

on. the governor and his supportere.
5

Not surprisingly; Governor Cosby imm0=---

diately began to plot his revenge. Throughout 1734, Cosby sought, unsuccess-

fully, the helpof the New York Grand Jury and the colonial Assembly in sup-

pressing the paper. Finally, in November, 1734, Zenger was arrested and charged

With publishing-seditious libel. After much legal wrangling and more than

6 .

Seven months in jail, Zenger came to trial in August of 1735.

The story of the trial itself is well known, largely because of the peren-

nial popularity of James Alexander's pamphlet A Brief Narrative of the Case and

which was first published in 1736 and frequently

reprinted thereafter.
7

In the trial, attorney Andrew Hamilton, then the most



celebrated of American courtroom lawyers, made his famous pIea that truth

shoUld be adMitted as a defense and. that the jury shall- decide not only, the

factt of publication but'aiso how the law should -be applied. These two prin-

ciples were good politics in New York but bad law in an English court,,and the

presiding jUdge rejected then' both. Hattilton ignored the rulings from the

bench, however, and appealed directly to the jury. He admitted that Zenger

published the statements in question, but he argued that they were true state-

ments, and therefore not libelous. And he told the jurors that they had the

right to so decide. Hamilton's plea on both principles was persuasive, and the

jury brought in a verdict of "not guilty." When the verdict was reed, three

"huzzas" rang out in the courtroom. And later that night the Morridited

gathered at the Black Horse Tavern to drink toasts to Hamilton and to celebrate

8
the vindication of liberty in America.

The legal and political significance of the -Unger case seemed simple

enough to the celebrants that night at the Black Horse. But the meaning of

the case has been warmly debated by historians, lawyers, and journalists ever

since. In the,nineteenth century, the 'trial was generally viewed as a landmark
1

in the growth of political freedom and resistance to tyranny in America -- some-

thing like the'firSt Shot fired in the Americen.'Revolution.9 In the early'
_ -

twentieth century, the case came to be celebrated more as a legal laindmark in

the development of the law of libel. "Vincent Buranelli's lttidatory account of

the trial was pr9bably the apotheosis of this view. He declared in 1957 that

Zenger's acquittal "was not just a .personal thing; or the wresting of a itidtheh=

tarrpriviIege;from'an,indoIent or interested official; t was a legal prete=

dent."19 After 1960, prompted chiefly by the work of Leo Levy, historians

moved away from thii viewi generally agreeing. that the nger verdi6t-had no

direct impact on the law of libel and little indirect legs pact of any sort.lL

The standard view today seems to be that the case was neither a political nor a
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legal landmark, but that it did become an important symbolic event for

eighteenth-century politics'in America -- a kind of "guiding light for those

who were Adually developing an ideology of fieedom of expression."
12

But what was this developing ideology of free expression? It was not,

certainly, an unqualified libertarian commitment to-individualism and indiVidU= ,

al freedA. It was, rather, a belief that people should have the right to

speak the truth. This Was Andrew Hamilton's plea to the twelve jarymen. He'

Asked them to affirm, not the sanctity of Zengbr's individual rights, but the

sanctity of the-truth. "Truth ought to govern the whole affair of libels,

Hamilton told the jury. "For as it is truth alone which can excuse or justify

any man for complaining of a bad adminietration, I, as frankly agree that nothing

ought to excuse a man iNkio raises a false charge or accusation." Time and time

again, Hamilton made it clear that he was pleading only for Zenger's rielt to

speak the truth.
13

Leonard Levy, Writing from the perspective of a twentieth-.

century libertarian, has criticized this doctrine as an exceedingly weak foun--

dation for freAdom of expression. AcCording to-Levi, 'Hamilton did not appre-

ciate that truth is a mischievous, often an illusory, standard that often

defies knowledge or understanding and cannot always be established by the rules
1

_

14of evidence." It is "shallow soil" in which to plant the seeds of liberty.

Levy, of courses probably 'rig:lit. But his perspective is too present-7

minded, and he misses the point.. Truth could not have been avoided as the

standard in the Zenger trial, because the nature of truth was what the trial

was all about. Hamilton did not, he mild not ask thp jury to decide the

nature and extent of individualism and free.thought. He asked them instead to

decide the question, "What is truth?" In our age of relativism and skepticism,

this would seem to be the more troubling question. But in 1735, the jury was

prepared to take it on. It is my contention that the aUdacity displayed by the

Zenger.jury in accepting the burden of this great question is Understandable



only when viewed in the context of religion,---religion as displayed in the

trial itself, in the pages of the NewYonkWeekly--bfonehal,. and, in the4der

society of colonial New York in 1735.

Firsti,it is clear from the text of the_trial that Hamilton meant to
.

associate politics and political liberty with religion and religious dissent:

Severill of the cases he cited as precedents, -such as the famous libel trial

of the seven bishops in England in 1688, invo ved religipus disputes rather

than purely political matters.
15

In his disc sion of the evils that arise

when judges and other authorities have too mu h power; Hamilton used images

of religious repression and "popery." He told the jury:

There is heresy in law as well as in,religiOn, and both-have changed very
much; and we well know that it is not o centuries ago that a man would
have been burnt as an heretic for own g such opinions in matters of
eligion as are'pliblidly wrote and prA ted at this day. They were fallible-
men, it seems, and we take the liberty hot only to diffei.from them in
religious opinions, but to condemn the and their opinions too; and I must
presume that in taking these freedoms ,thinking and about
matters of faith or religion, we are i the right.10

The phfase "we.ars in the right" is an important one, for auggests'the

centrality ofkruth. Hamilton did not ar e, in this passage or anywhere in

the trial, that men-should b freed.rm'h obligation of truth, whether

religion or government. He argued only tha the history of religion and politips

shoWed that great men, including kings and j ges, popes and bishops, could be

wrong. The people.of England, he said, had l rned during the reigns of the

Catholic Stuart kings that it was dangerous trust even the greatest men in
V

the kingdom" with the power to judge what was .t e and what was false. So who

should judge what isotrue or false? In a trial, Hamilton said, it must be the

17
jury. And he went to some trouble in the Zenger trial to demonstrate that

the question of truth was pecAliarly the jury's doMain.

Hamilton's arbment was twofold. First, he-pointed out that the jurymen



brought special knowledge_to the case from their experience outsi

courtroom. "The law supposes you to be summoned out of the neigh

the fact is alleged td be committed," he Said) "and the reason o

the

orhood where

your being

.ctAken out of the neighborhoodAs because you are suppOsed.tó haVe the best
- -18 1±_knOWledge ClAithefact thatis:V-be Actually, this Was rdthe_r

thakey legal position. By 1735, the practice had already been Long established

that- juries Were to conslier only evidence presented in the trial taelf.
19

The special knowledge of jurors, however, was not the main thrUat f HaMilton's

argument. His main point was that libel exists in the eye of the tiehdlder.

For a statement to be libel, it must be "understood" to be libelcj.

perceptual quality of libel confounds the issues of fact with,issuesOf laW,

for in HaM4tOn'S Scheme the truth or falsity of the statements &sit affect

how they are-ounderatOdd." Thus, the decisiOn on both fact 'and lawibecOmes

the province of the jury. "Then it follows" Hamilton declaredif"t6at those.I'v,

twelve men must understand the Words in the information to be scaiidaIous, that

is to say false: "20

Hamilton admonished the jurors that they did not have to defer to any

author it y on matters of truth.' "A man cannot see with another's e#,
.

with another's ear;' no-more can a man conclude or infer the thing another'a

nor hear

Uneeratanding or reasoning," he told them; Thus, "jurymen are to ee with

their own eyes, to hear with their own/ears, and to make use of th it own
it

consciences And Understandings in judging of the lives; Or estates
21 t

of their fellow subjects." 'Hamilton
2
made ii clear to the jurym-n that

authority lay-Uithin themselves: "Alproper confidence in a court s commendable;

but as the verdict (whatever it i ) Pe yours, you ought to refer no part

-of your duty to the direction Of other persons."22

To makeNthe point that libel exists in the eye of) the beholder,/Hamilton

talked about the interpretation o17 Bible passages. He cited passages that

9
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speak of corrupt leddeirs, of blind watchmen 'And of "greedy dogs that can

never have enough." He suggested that any of these passages could, with the
A-

help of innuendoes connecting them to the Cosby administration, be denounced

as libels.
23

Like Zenger's paper or any other plAlication; even the Bible

might be interpreted differently by different people. Thus, itLbehooved the

jury not to abandon their right of interpretation to an ostensibly higher

authority; In matters of interpretation of truth, no man Possessed more

authority-than another.

Hamilton's Biblical aIlusiOns puzzled and infuriatedthe first great critic

of the Zenger case, a West Indian lawyer who.published a detailed rebuttal

of Hamiltonosiarguments in the Barbados Gazette in 1737 under the pseudonym

"Anglo-Americanue."
24

Though critical of Hamilton on every point, Anglo-
,

AMericanusseemed especially annoyed that "the_Holy Scriptures 5ere brought

,

in to season-his jokes." But; he added Sarcastically; because this misuse of"

the Bible seeMedT"designed only for a sally of wit and humor, I shall not offer

to detract - from!, its kco had so hap& an effect as: to set

the good people alaughing When they heard the word of God most ingeniously

burlesqued in a, Christian .court:"
25 ,

In fact; Hamilton's ise in -Biblical exegesis apparently evoked, not

.

derision, but "applause" and "approbation" from the elpectatore in the court-

26
'room; Considering theverdictas well as the applause, it appears that these

New Yorkers did '.not view Hamilton'i little homily as a burlesque upon rbligion;

Quite the contrary; They seemed to understand his point very well -- perhaps

because it grew quite naturally from the argumentsthat had been propounded both'

in the pages of the New York Weekly Journal and in the sermons of popular

preachers of time. J
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In several ways, in IUding religious sentiment; Hamilton's courtroom plea

Iv

.

refIcted the prirliciples that John PeterZenger's newepaper had profpssed

during the two years before his trial. The themes developed in the Journal

were chiefly legal And political; just as they were in the trial. But the

association of political liberty with rell ous diisent was the underlying

foundation upon which many of the key arguments were'built. As in the trial,

the fundamental question was: What, truth, and how is it revealed to map?

)-
The i sometimes remetbered today as a Virtual

anthology of "Cato's Letters; This-is an exaggeration; but it is true that

these famous radical Whig essays were frequently and prominently featured.'

" Cato's Letters; written by John Trenehart and Thomas GoirdOn0 were fire.

published in London newspapers beginning'in 1720.
27

Many American newspapere;

in addition to the Journal, quickly became devoted admirers of Cato; 4td the

essays were regularly reprinted and quoted throughout America durin'g the fifty

yertrs before the Revolution. In "Cato's Letters;" Trenchard Gordon devel-

oped.a philosophy of liberty that had at its core the concept of freedomof-

expression.
28_

Central to Cato's philosophy was the principle that governmental

authority must be limited and that it could be limited only if individuals were

free'to speak truth to power.

Just as incHamilton's arguments in the Zehger trial, the Cato essays re -Jr

printed in the Journal made truth the chief bulwark against the tyranny of

power. Like Hamilton; Cato did not advocate "that men should have'an uncon-

trolled liberty to calumniate.their euperiors, or one another. . . .. have

verv.g4od laws to punish any abuses of this kind already, and I Will approve

them; whilst they are pt dently and honestly executed, which I really believe

-29
they have for the,i,most part been_since the Revolution;" It wasthe abuse

)

of these laws to suppress truth_that Cato opposed; So long as meniwere free



to sneak the truth, Cato believed, a wicked and ;tyrannical government could.

not stands 30

To an extent no often appreciated, Cato's understanding of truth was

rooted:in religion. All human- authority and power were divinely liMA8d) in

Cato's view. "Power without control appertains to God alone," he wrote, "and

no man ought to be trusted with what no )itan is equal:to."3I ThroughOUt'hia

essays) Cato associated' political liberty" with religious dissent; While

supporting "right religron"and the "present Protestant establishment," Cato

argued that each indiiridual had *le right and the duty'to seek truth in,hisown.

*ay) for the simple_reason that no one else could be trusted todo_it for hisa.

"Every man's religion is hit own," CatO declared; "nor can the religion of any

man, of what nature or figure soever, be the religion of another man, unless

he also chooses it; which action utterly excludes all force, power, or govern-
.

ment."32 Truth will triumph in both religion and Oblitidei Gato:believed; but

it must triumph through its own strength, never through the exercise of human

power;33

Though trutiipoilsessed a life of its own in Cato's philosophy., it necessar-

ily fell to eactkAndividual to seek truth for himself: "Every max is, in nature

and reason, the judge and disposer of his own domestic affairs; and, according

to the rUles of, religion and equity, every man must carry his own conscienceii 34

If indiVidual rea on and conscience were the way to divine truth, then the

authority of human law, whether ecclesiastical or secular, could never be ab-

solute. For Cato, "tviolation, therefore, of law does not constitute a

crime where the law is bad; but the violation of what ought to be law, is a

crim even where there IS no laW."35 Cato never developed the specific argument

\
that uries should decide the law as WellaS the fact in libel cases. But frog[_

the Cato essays published in the Journal thi6 notion would have been only.a

modest extrapolation.

12
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"Cato's Letters" were not the only politicaressays in the New York Weekly

Journal that reflected a fund mentally religious understanding of truth and

authorityt itiny of the writers in the Journal discussed political liberty and

religious dissent in similar terms. In both religion ail politics, tyranny

was attributed toga false authority based uponpower rather than truth. An

anonymous essay at the end of-1733 declared:

If we reverence men .for their power-alone, why do we not reverence the
Devil; 'Who has s6 much more power than men?' Hilt if reverence is_due only
to virtuous qualities 'and useful actions, it is as ridiculous and super-
stitious to adore great mischievautinen as it is to worship a_false god or
Satan in the stead of God. ; A right honorable or a right reverend
rogue is the most dangerous rogue, and consequently the most detestable.3°

Another writer described the link between religion and politics -in more direct

'And more general terms:

We often pray for the propagation of Christianity; and yet of how,. little
use would that be to a people who are not yet free? Let us join to -it
our wishes, that those two invalriable bIessing4may go together, and that
with a religion whiCh is itself freedom, the whole race of mankind may be
,restored to that liberty which is their:undoubted natural right.37

Like Cato, the,anonymous writers for the JoUrnaI usually placed the burden

of judging truth upon the reason and conscience of theindividual; The history

f religious tyranny demonstrated the danger of leaving the interpretation of

truth in the hands of power. tieing a religious examplej one Writer explained

that he agreed that "the abuse, and not the use of the press, is blameable.

Bdt the difficulty lies gni who shat be the judges of this abuse. . . In

Spain and Portugal to write against transubstantiation is an horrible abuse;-

in England as great a one (though not so fatal) to write for it.'38 Signifi=

cantIyi several Journal writers explicitly developed this general notion into

a theory of the.roIe of juries.

such of the discussion of the jury system,in the Journal was mainly political
;.f

and legtal. Several articles praised the jury system as the most valuable of

English political Privileges: "this great jewel of liberty, . . . the only

13



security_ between the king and his subjects."39 Some of the essays, however;

Went beyond politics to place the jury system squarely within t} e realm of

teligiOUS practice. The,key link in this association was the juror's oath.
_

In several discussions of the role of juries, Journal writers argued that jury-

ten were diVinely bound by their oaths to be "true" aid to dd,what was sright4-

regardless of luman law. "There ds none of thiS'story of matter of fact,

distinguished from laW in your oath," said one article.
40

Another writer

argued that because of their oaths jurors were not requited to follow a Judges

direction any more than they were inquired to believe a witness's testimony.

They were bound only by God and only to the truttG:. He wrote that "anything

any jury does aught to be buoadem_ex;angelium, to be what they laid theit handis

on taking their oath; when they write billa-vera on an indictment, they WI=

deniably compare the truth of the contents therein to the truth of the Gospel;

and this upon oath." /

In shottl, though the New York Weekly Journal was essentially a political

newspaper, it professed a politics with deep religious roots; The easy inter-

play between politics and religion in the pages of the journal suggests that

fot many WOW Yorkers the two were actually one. Fo example, in an article in

early 1734 on the iMportance of freedom of the pros , the author made it clear

that freedom of thought and expression played the same role in both politics

and religion that is, the'discovery of truth. He added:

Such points of religion and politics do stand upon a very Weak foundation,
if the maintainers of them can be aftald of having their doctrinee and
measures fairly examined and brought to the test of REASON and DIVINE
REVELATION. Those that deny these maxims sap the foundation of our
Reformation and Revolution, upon which our religious and civil rights are
now established, and therefore they Are justly.tobe esteemed enemies to
them, and friends to popery and arbitrary power.

V

Such bldats against popery and arbitrary power in the Journal were, of
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course, the standard invocations of Protestantism. But there was more than,.

Just the usual dissent in American Protestantism in 1735. In New England and

in the Middle tolonies, religious revivals were brewing, revivals that ex-

L.-
pressed in purely religious terms the same themes of truth and individual con-

.

science that-pervaded the Zenger trial and the Zenger press.; A close look at

the wider religious milieu of the 1730s suggests that -the trial of John Peter.

Zenger may, in some interesting ways, be viewed as part of the early stages

of the Great Awakening. A

At least since the work of Alan Heimert in the 1960s, the Great Awakening

has been made to explain much about American politics as well as religion --

'
perhaps too much; Historians such as Gary B. Nash, Rhys Isaac, andiKenneth

Lockridge have found in the religious enthusiasm that swept the colonies in

the 1730s and '50s some of the roots of a crisis of authority that eventually

expressed itself politically in the Revolution. WilltmlG. McLoughlin has

even cone so far as to describe "the Great Awakening as the key to the RevoIu7

tion. "43 Recently, however, Jon Butler has argued that the Great Awakening

is largely an "interpretative fiction" concocted by historians. In fact; he

says, the revivals were "erratic, heterogeneous, and politically benign"; and

historians have been "'over-run with Ehthusiasm,'" much like the revivalists

44
they have studied. In sweeping generalizations, Butler attacks the sweeping

generalizations of other historians. Yet despite his own perhaps overly strident

revisionist "enthusiasm," Butler does demonstrate rather persuasively the need

to look more closely and narrowly at specific aspects of -specific revivals in

specific places;

For example; the Great Awakening has always been portrayed as a rather

modest affair in New York.compared to New England. Neither the New York pastors

nor their parishioners are well remembered by historians for their theology or

their enthusiasm.
45

. But New Yorkers were involved directly in the early 17306

15
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in several revival-reiated controversies, including controversies in the rabidly

growing Presbyterian Churches. As in the revivals of New England, the great

issue for the Presbyterians was, at heart, the fundamental question of Protes-

tant Christianity: How are individuals to know God and God's truth ?' The

answers pt.-OP664d by the leaders of the revival in the Middle Colonies bear ao

interesting reSemblance_to Andrew Hamilton's arguments in the Zenger case about

th anti -men's apprehension of it. And several of the first and most im-

rtant re *val sermons on this question: were published in 1735 in the print

of Jo Peter Zenger.46

Zenger was an early printer and promoter of the_works of Gilbert Tennent;

for instance. Tennent, a graduate of the famous Log College founded by his

father in New,Jersey, was the most important of the revivalipt preachers in

theMiddle Colonies. He began his ministry! in NeVBrunetqick in 1726, and soon

his several congregations between New Brunswick and Staten Ialand were stir-
_

1

ring with religious' lige. As in all revivals, Tennent's aim was to break up

the "PresUmptuous security" of nominal Christians; He preached what he 6414d

"conviction" and "assurance" -- that is, the notion that an individual must

feel convicted of sin and must pass through the terror of realizing he was not

a true Christian before he

tion.
47

Tennent's sermons

like Jonathan EdWardS, Who

setts, Tennent believed in

way for the sweet assuranc

could at last feel the genuine assurance of salvia=

were often filled with hell -fire and danmation. But,

was then orchestrating a similar revival in Massachu-

using the harsh conviction of God's law only to make

48
e of the Gospel.

Central to Tennent's revivalist theology was the notion that each individual

must experience a direct and very personal conversion. Understandably, his

opponents charged that such a view of purely personal conviction And especially

assurance undermined the octrine and authority 6f the church. despite

the emotional quality of the conversion experience; Tennant never sought to

16



take reason out of religion. On the contrary; He argued in one of his Odpular

New York sermons, printed by Zenger in 1735; that God deals with people "in a

way best suited to their rational natures."5 People have the duty to,use

their reason to ponder and to choose that which is good -- a duty that he

called "consideration." "Consideration" was an eminently rational activity,

in Torment's view; but it was also very personal. "This duzzv of consideration

imports serious and solemn deliberation, when the mind of God is not onlyfUnder-

stood And known, but seriously pondered and laid to heart," he said. This can'.

happen only "wherra person communes with his Own he-art about it."51

The belief that conversion was a direct and personal experience;-ether

than a purely intellectual prhcess of understanding, made the revivalists

skentical of deeds and formal statements of doctrine. This skepticism led to

a serious controversy in American.Presbyterianism in the 17205 and '30s over

the issue of7-"iiubscription." Conservatives hoped to protect the Oh:Ur-oh frOM

heretiCal ministers by .requiring them to ',"subscribe" to the 1468ttiti8tti, Corn=

fession. Many New York and New Jersey Presbyterians, however, opposed enforced

aUbScription to any creedal interpretation of Scripture. They did not hold

that ministers Mould not be examined. They merely believed that no man-made

creed could be infallible, no matter how learned the authorities who devised

it. They urged instead subscription to the Bible alone.5

The leader of the anti-subscriptionist party in the Middle Colonies was

Jonathan Dickinson, another minister whose works were nubliehed by John Peter

Zenger in New York in the 1730s; In an important sermon on "The Vanity of

Human Institutions, Dickinson proclaimed that "the Bible: t our only dired=

tory."53 Like Tennant, Didkinson urged that each individual must experience

the communion of God for himself; without compulsion; In words reminiscent of

Catti and the anonymous writ

declared: (

ROI- the New York Weekly Journal, Dickinson

17
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Imposing any terms of communion by any penal'sanctiona is eminently
teaching for;doctrines the commandments of man. Every person in the
world has an equal right to judge for themselves, in the affairs of
conscience and eternal salvation. And all have the same natural right
to all the benefits and comforts of life. By what pretense_ therefore
may they be deprived of any natural right; because they don't subject
their consciences to other men's decision? What dreadful Work has been

-made in the -world by using methods of force in matters of opinion and
conscience.54

Dickinson went so far as to call religion based on coercion a kind of idOlatry.

He said:

If they without conviction submit to our opinions, they subject tbWir
consciences to human, sqd not to divine authority; and our requiring this
of any is demanding a subjection to us, and nottto Christ. We have indeed /

a right to give the reasons of our opinion; and to endeavor to convince
others, of what we esteem to be truth: Butwe have no right to claim
their assent with conviction; nor to be offended with them, for not think-
ing as we do; any more than they have to be offended with us for not think=
as they do. For every one have the same claim as we have, to judge for
themselves.55

Neither Tennent nor Didkinson -- nor any of the preachers of the Great

AWakening -- sought to undermine the authority of religion or of the churches.

Their aim. was merely to return the churches to the truth; an they believed

that God's truth could be discerned by man. But their very belief in the
Is

divinity of truth led them -- as it did Hamilton and Cato and the Zenger jury

to the principle that each individual must judge for himself.

VI

The Zenger case; then, was as much a religious as a political or legal

phenomenon; Like the Great Awakening, the Zenger trial reflected the skep

tidism for human authority felt by ordinary people Who possessed a:deep faith

in the existence of God and of truth; Lik- the ministers of "imii4ed" con-
.

gregatidhei Who were willing to reject the a thoritv of creeds and hierarchies;

theZehger jurors were willing to reject the instructions of the chiefjustice

of New York. Like the revival converts who, asserted their right'tti interpret

the law of God, the Zenger jury asserted the right of ordina.4 people

IR
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pret the law of man. In both cases, the operative principle was not freedom,

Out truth. Andrew Hatilton, like a revival preacheri told the jurors that
.

authority lay, not in them, but in truth. He did not !ask them to ondone

individualism or to approve individual diversity of expression -- o ly truth.

The subtle twist,.of.course, was that it fell to individuals to decide what

truth was. And the authority of God and truth,and the authority of the

individual turned out to be the same.

Thus did America back into freedom of expression in politics and journalism,

as it backed into tolerance and diversity in religion; At its'origin, freedom

of speech and press hard little to do with the sanctity of the indiiidual mind.

The individual had the right only to serve the truth, as men were free to

serve God. Gradually, in the250 years since 2enger, a genuine philosophy of

individualism emerged in the realm of freedom of expression. But the recurrent

episodes of repression in American history since 1735 surely suggest that the

"truth" standard, whether in religion or in politics, still lies only a little
_

beneath the surface of American libertarianism.
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